The Sweet Story

Words: Rev. J. B. Atchinson
Music: Pearl J. Sprague

1. Repeat the sweet story of Jesus to me, Oh, tell me the story once more; Tho' often I've heard it, each time it is told, 'Tis sweeter than ever before.

2. Oh, tell me once more of His wonderful love, His goodness and mercy to me; When hopelessly lost in the darkness of sin, He found me and bade me go free. 'Tis sweeter, yes, sweeter each time than before.

3. Oh, tell me again of the land of the blest, Where sorrow and sin never come; Where I with the Savior shall evermore dwell, Oh, tell me of heaven my home. 'Tis sweeter, yes, sweeter each time than before;
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1. How He died on the tree for sinners like me,
2. How His wonderful love bro't Him from above. Oh,
3. Where I with the blest shall evermore rest.

Jesus once more.